Ethnography Lab Workshop Series 2018: Experiments at the Edge

WORKSHOP #3
Please Join Us!

Proprioception II: Bodies in Space

Concordia University

EV building:
1515 St Catherine St. West, north-east corner of St Catherine & Guy

Room 10.625
Ethnography Lab

Monday Feb 26
17:00-19:00

Proprioception: the physiological phenomenon of the sense of self in space. Proprioception is knowing and sensing one's orientation: It knowing where self ends and the rest begins – a physical & material mode of attention often overlooked in academia’s text-based world. This workshop attunes participants to a sense of self & other-- & the implications for conducting interpersonal research through movement exercises, followed by discussion & activity. The space is wheelchair accessible & activities are tailored to participants’ mobilities. For accessibility questions contact: Alix Johnson: albajohn@uccs.edu

Led by
Maya Hey
Doctoral Candidate
Concordia University

Space is limited: PRE-REGISTER
https://www.ethnographylabconcordia.ca/proprioception-ii-bodies-in-space.html